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Abstract 

Powder rheology and its sensitivity to surrounding environmental condition by controlling 

the surface properties of the particles is one of the major challenges of the powder industries. 

Indeed, handling large quantities needs powders with good flowability, adequate compressibility 

and few electrostatic charges. We have performed a chemical treatment in order to obtain 

hydrophobic glass beads and its bulk behavior has been compared with raw glass beads depending 

on the humidity. We characterized flow properties under different processing equipments. We 

observed that by performing hydrophobic surface treatment sensitivity of glass beads reduced to 

the humidity. Furthermore, the influence of the electrostatic charges was an undeniable factor in 

increasing the viscosity of hydrophobic glass beads and consequently lowering its flowability in 

front of raw glass beads; at low shear rate. At high shear rate, the powders presented similar 

behaviors. 

Keywords: Flowability, glass bead, hydrophobic formulation, humid control 

1. Introduction 

Powders are omnipresent in our daily life and they are extensively used in various industries such 

as pharmaceutical, cosmetics, chemical, food and construction. Despite numerous studies on 

powder rheology [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] their behavior is not fully understood, due to their complexity. 

In fact, the flow behavior of a powder depends on many factors including surface properties, size, 

shape of particles [8] and environmental conditions such as humidity [9]. 

However, understanding the powder’s flowability is one the most important objectives in 

powder industries. Indeed, it can allow them to anticipate the powder’s characteristics by knowing 

the condition that they encounter during process. In order to identify the pertinent parameters 
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governing the powder’s flow, using different test methods that represent the state of stress and 

strain rate of interest is very important. These methods can provide different points of view and 

indices to assess powder flowability with several mechanical and dynamical conditions that have 

been explained in the following. 

It is known that the Hausner ratio is an efficient and rapid method to estimate the powder 

behavior based on bulk density [10], Hausner ratio correlated to the ratio between settled bulk 

density and tapped bulk density. It has been reported that low compressible powders have the best 

flowability [11]. Similarly, a study on copper powder indicated that the Hausner ratio can be 

representative of friction condition between particles [12]. 

Apparition of powder electrostatic charges as a result of particle-particle interaction and 

powders interaction with manipulating equipment during powder process is a know phenomena in 

industries. In addition, depending on the different surface chemical formulation of powders, the 

electrostatic charge can increase or decrease which impacts the powder bulk behavior [13, 14]. 

Whereby, an increase in powder electrostatic charge can lower its flowability [15, 16]. Powder 

characterization based on their electrostatic charge is of great interest [17, 18, 19]. 

Moreover, rotating drum is a method to characterize the macroscopic properties of 

powders under aeration condition, it fluidizes the powder and reports evolution of cohesion under 

rotation [6]; this technique measures powder flow at high shear rate condition. Furthermore, one of 

the most used methods in industry is applying vibration during process. This technique optimizes 

powder flowability consequently enhances saving energy. In addition, this method is convenient to 

control the different steps of industrial process consisting of feeding, conveying and even parts of 

the equipment such as hopper, etc [20, 21]. The mentioned technique has been studied recently by 

implementing a rheometer attached to a shaker [21]. Based on vibrational rheology, the powder 

flow can be assessed at low shear rate condition. 

On the other side, studying and understanding the influence of environmental condition 

like as humidity on powder behavior is very significant and of great interest. A large number of 

theoretical and experimental studies in the literature are devoted to figuring out the link between 

air humidity and powder flow behavior [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. A decrease in 

flowability with increasing relative air humidity has been reported for granular material [26, 27, 

29] and food powders [25, 30]. 

This paper focuses on studying the influence of surface treatment on powder flowability 
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and sensitivity of powder flowability to the external condition. Therefore, first in section III.A, the 

influence of surface treatment on the behavior of raw and hydrophobic glass beads has been 

studied in ambient temperature without humid control. Different methods utilised to figuring out 

the macroscopic flow and the rheology of powders under different processing dynamics. Then in 

section III.B, the influence of humidity on powder behavior has been studied. In this case, two 

different methods of humid control and powder rheology utilized to characterize the powders and 

finally their results have been compared. 

First, the humid control was done inside a rotating drum with humid-air controlled flow. 

The powders were kept for 1 h in each selected humid range. 

A second experiment with a different humid control method was conducted at the same 

time, in order to compare and to link the dependency of the humidity on the shear rate with the 

electrostatic charge of powders and their cohesion. 

In this case, the powders were kept in a humid chamber for 72 h at 20°C in a given 

humidity ranging from 35 % up to 90 % RH. The humid control time kept long enough to be sure 

that the powders took enough humidity at each humid value and at the end of humid control the 

humidity value of powders were confirmed by TH200 thermoconstanter. Then the rheology of 

powders was performed in a dry room in ambient temperature during maximum 30 min of 

measurement. The apparent viscosity of powders has been measured with Discovery 

HR3-Rheometer. The rheometer was attached to a shaker in order to ensure a reproducible packing 

state and collect data at low shear rate condition. All results have been collected by imposing shear 

stress. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

In the following, the implemented materials and the different methods for characterizing powders 

have been explained. The purpose of using different methods is to characterize powders under 

different processing dynamics and to observe the influence of treatment and mainly the effect of 

humidity on powders flowability. Therefore, two series of tests have been performed on raw and 

hydrophobic glass beads. First, the characterization measurements have been done by 

implementing the Granutools equipments. The packing dynamics of powders has been measured 

with the GranuPack, the powder electrostatics charge studied with the GranuCharge and the 
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powder flowability and cohesion measured with GranuDrum equipment. During performing 

measurements with the Granutools equipments, the humidity and temperature were kept constant 

at 37-44 % RH and 22°C, respectively. All Granutools measurements have been repeated three 

times. 

Then the study of influence of wide range of humidity has been done on powders with the 

GranuDrum and the GranuCharge. These results have been confronted with the measurements of 

the powder behavior (after longer humid control) under vibrational rheology with Discovery 

HR3-Rheometer which provides possibility of powder flow at low shear rate where the cohesion 

of powders play a role in their flowability. The goal here was to observe clearly the effect of 

humidity on powders behaviors based on the strength of their surface cohesion depending on their 

surface treatment. 

 

2.1. Powders preparation and conditioning 

In this study, glass beads of type S 90-150 m  have been used. Hydrophobic surface treatment 

has been done on the glass beads. With the purpose of preparing hydrophobic surface treatment on 

the glass beads [31, 32], first the hydrophilic surface treatment has been prepared. The hydrophilic 

treatment [31] was achieved with a 3:1 mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide. First, 50 g 

of glass beads was put in a beaker and immersed in sulfuric acid then hydrogen peroxide was 

gently added. The mixture was kept 4 h at ambient temperature (20°C) under extractor hood. After 

that, the glass beads was washed with distilled water then silanization protocol has been followed. 

The silanization of glass beads with mixture of toluene (500 mL) and 

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (2.5 g) has been performed; this mixture has been 

kept maximum 72 h under extractor hood at ambient temperature and then the powder was filtered 

and washed with pure toluene and finally was kept about 72 h under extractor hood for evaporating 

the toluene inside the powder. At the last, with the purpose of completely dry the powder, it was 

kept in an oven, maximum 4 h at 70°C. 

By performing contact angle measurement, the wetting behavior of hydrophobic glass 

beads has been measured to verify whether the surface of glass beads was chemically modified. A 

mono-layer of hydrophobic glass beads has been prepared on a microscope slide then a droplet of 

water has been put over the sample. The contact angle has been measured based on taken images 

from sample and five replicates were performed for each sample, under ambient conditions. The 
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contact angle for hydrophobic glass beads was 142° ± 3°. This value was larger than 90° which is 

a confirmation of hydrophobic surface formulation. 

 

2.2. GranuDrum/Rheometer 

The GranuDrum is one of the most extensively used practical geometry to study the flow behavior 

of granular material [6, 33, 34, 35]; especially non cohesive powders [6]. GranuDrum evaluates 

the flow properties of powders in a free flowing regime and the only applied stress on the powders 

is due to their own weight [36, 37]. The experimental set up in this study presented in Figure 1, 

consists of a drum with two glass walls which rotates around its central axis with the angular 

velocity  . The flowing dynamics of powders inside the drum is function of this rotating angular 

velocity. The drum is generally half-filled with the powder whereas the length and the diameter of 

the drum are respectively 20 mm and 84 mm. During rotation, the drum is back lighted by using a 

stroboscope and a CCD camera takes pictures of powder-air interface position inside drum. For 

each imposed angular velocity, 50 pictures are taken, separated by 0.5 s. After monitoring the flow 

of powders via a camera then the images are processed by using image-processing algorithm. In 

the images, the granular material appears in black and the air appears in white, whereby an edge 

detection determines the position of the powder-air interface. From this analysis, two 

measurements are extracted: the average interface position and the fluctuations around this 

average position. Both of these measurements are calculated according to the average of 50 

pictures that have been taken from powder-air interface inside rotating drum in each imposed 

angular velocity. Based on the average interface position, the flowing angle 
f  is measured in the 

center of the flow which is the angle between the horizontal and the average interface. Also, the 

standard deviation calculated from the fluctuations of the powder-air interface, this parameter is 

called cohesive index 
f  and is directly linked to the cohesion inside drum. In fact, in the range 

of considered rotating speed, the cohesive granular material leads to irregular flow and 

non-cohesive granular material leads to a continuous flow. In this study, the rotating angular 

velocity has been selected between 2-30 rpm. 

 

2.3. GranuPack 

Measuring the tapped density and packing dynamic of powders is very popular in powder 
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characterization [6, 10]. The GranuPack equipment presented in Figure 2 developed to automate 

the procedure since it is usually realized with naked eyes. The analyzing cell is made of a tube of 

= 26D  mm in diameter and =150L  mm in length. This tube is metallic to avoid the 

accumulation of electrostatic charges during measurement. A narrower and bottomless tube (

=170L  mm, = 22.2innerD  mm and = 25.4outerD  mm) is inserted into this measurement tube 

and filled with the powder to analyze. Afterward, it is slowly removed upward at the velocity 

=1v mm/s. This initialization procedure avoids human intervention and then increases the 

reproducibility. 

A light hollow cylinder is placed on the top of the pile to keep it flat during the compaction 

process. The tube goes up and down over a height of = 3z  mm with the frequency =1000f  

ms in order to compact the granular pile. A distance sensor measures position of the hollow 

cylinder after each tap and computes the bulk volume V  of the pile. As the introduced mass of 

powder is known, then the evolution of bulk density of powder b  has been calculated as a 

function of tap number t . The bulk density is the ratio between mass m  and volume V  of the 

powder. The packing fraction   is calculated by dividing bulk density b  by the true density of 

particles t . After recording packing fraction for each tap, compaction curve has been fitted with 

the classical logarithmic model [39], 

 0( ) =
1 ln(1 / )

t
t

 
 









 
 (1) 

Where, t is the number of tapes, the fitting parameters   &   are asymptotic volume 

fraction and compaction characteristic time, respectively. The asymptotic volume fraction is 

representative of maximal packing fraction achieved by tapping the powders. With this parameter, 

one obtains the final packing fraction   consequently the more common parameter, Hausner 

ratio 500

0
Hr =



  [6, 40, 41]. The Hausner ratio is correlated to the powder flowability whereby high 

value of Hr  corresponds to low flowability. 

 

2.4. GranuCharge 

Electrostatic charges are created due to the triboelectric effect inside a powder during a flow; 

meaning that the particles exchange charge at the result of contact with the other particles and 
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devices wall. Figure 3 illustrates GranuCharge equipment, it is a very useful equipment to measure 

the ability of a flowing powder to be charged electrostatically. It measures electrostatic charge of 

the powders by putting them in motion under the influence of gravity. In this measurement, the 

experimental set up consists of three parts: a stainless-steel pipe, a V-tube and a Faraday cup. The 

stainless-steel pipe is for feeding the V-tube by automatic rotation inside the tube. 

In general, the material of the V-tube can be selected in the following list: stainless steel 

316 L, aluminum 6063-T6, borosilicate glass, ABS, PVC and HDPE. The Stainless Steel 316 L 

was used in this study. The V-tube itself consists of two tubes with the length of L = 350 mm and 

diameter D = 47 mm; the two parts are connected together with the angle of 90°. After feeding the 

tube by a stainless-steel pipe the powders flow inside V-tube and at the end they fall into a faraday 

cup which is connected to an electrometer to measure the powders charge obtained during flow. 

Before starting each test, the whole assembly has been connected to the earth to be sure that they 

are discharged. The electrometer is capable of measuring charge ranging 0.1 nC - 1 µC. The 

powder charge density is computed by dividing calculated charge by the mass of powder. The 

charge density unit is Coulomb per kilogram. The powders can obtain negative or positive charge 

after flow, based on their tendency to obtain or lose electron [15]. 

 

2.5. Discovery HR3-Rheometer 

The rheology of powders subject to vibration has been studied in this paper as well. With this 

objective, the Discovery HR3-rheometer has been implemented (see Figure 4). The implemented 

geometry in this study is a cylindrical baffle cell (radius = 25 mm, baffle height = 8.5 mm) with a 

four blades vane (radius = 7.5 mm, length = 51 mm). Only 21 mm of vane height has been 

immersed inside the powder. Indeed, in the case of immersing the whole vane inside the powder, 

the torque applied to shear the powder sample exceeds the limit of the apparatus. The utilized cell 

is similar to the cylindrical couette cell with the annular gap = 10 mm. The characterization cell is 

attached to a shaker at the bottom with the computer controlled sinusoidal transmitted vibration in 

close-loop system; detailed information can be found in [44, 45]. The mechanical vibrational stress 

corresponds to the sample vibrational energy which is defined as   = (1/2)
2 2(2 )A f  , where 

  is the powder density, A is the vibration amplitude and f is the vibration frequency. The 

frequency and amplitude of vibration which has been used in this study is 60 Hz and 100 µm, 
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respectively. Pre-vibration has been applied at 70 Hz during 10 min for removing any packing 

history before each measurement. The volume fraction of glass beads is 
glass   0.61 [45, 21] (

glass  = 2500 
3/kg m ). All tests have been carried out at imposed shear stress with the range of 

4.5-188 Pa and the measured shear rate ranged as 3 5 110 10s   . 

 

2.6. Humid control 

In this stage, the measurements were performed first with the GranuDrum and the GranuCharge 

with the objective of studying effect of humidity. The powder was placed in a rotating drum at 1 

rpm with a controlled humid air flow during 1 h. As the powder was continuously mixed under 

drum rotation, the humidity absorption is assumed to be sufficient to observe changes in powder 

behavior. With this method, the accessible range for humidity is RH = 35 95%  5%  inside 

the drum. 

On the other side, another methodology has been utilized for the humid control of powders. 

In this case, the powder has been kept in a humid chamber longer to ensure absorption of enough 

humidity. With this purpose, the sufficient range of humid control time has been reported to be two 

days as minimum and one week as maximum storage time in a humid chamber for glass beads [46, 

47]. According to the literature the powder behavior has the same trend in both storage times. 

Therefore, here in our study each powder sample has been kept 72 h in a humid chamber and the 

range of imposed humid value was between 35 % up to 90 % at 20°C. The relative humidity of 

powders has been confirmed by using TH200 thermoconstanter(Novasina, Switzerland) at a 

temperature of 25°C; after taking them from the humid chamber. This apparatus has a measuring 

range comprised between 0.05 to 1.00 and an accuracy of ± 0.01 over a temperature range between 

0 and 50°C. More precisely, 1 g sample is introduced into a polypropylene cup deposited in the 

sealed enclosure of the apparatus. The free water moistens or dries the air inside the enclosure until 

the balance is reached. The relative humidity has been measured using an electrolytic sensor. After 

humid control then the powder characterization has been done by Discovery HR3-Rheometer 

under vibration. 

 

3. Results 
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3.1. Influence of surface treatment 

3.1.1. Flowability 

In the literature, a vast body of researches conducted to study the powder flow behavior by 

different shear cell tests [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. In our previous study we studied flowability of 

raw and hydrophobic glass beads with shear cell [31]. For this measurement, FT4 powder 

rheometer was utilized to evaluate powder flow at high shear rate by rotating shear head. In this 

measurement, first the powder was preconsolidated at 9 kPa normal stress. Then, decreasing 

normal stresses from 7 to 3 kPa by 1 kPa steps were successively applied and the shear stresses (

) (s) required to make the powder flow (i.e. to induce preconsolidated powder bed failure) were 

recorded. (see Figure 5). In our measurements, the yield locus presented the same values for both 

powders over the entire range of normal stress showing similar flow behavior in raw and 

hydrophobic glass beads. 

In addition, the flowing factor ff  characterizes powder flowability in this measurement. 

This factor is calculated by yield locus approach of software, whereby major principal stress ( 1 ) 

and unconfined yield strength ( c ) dedicated based on yield locus approach ( 1= / cff   ). The 

flowing factor has been recorded as 19.70 0.81  and 19.74 1.66  for raw and hydrophobic 

glass beads, respectively. 

According to the Jenike classification [54], powders are considered as not flowing for 

<ff  1, very cohesive for 1 < <ff  2, cohesive for 2 < <ff  4, easy-flowing for 4 < <ff  10 

and free-flowing for >ff  10. Therefore, based on this criteria our powders fall into category of 

free-flowing powders with the same flowability at high shear rate condition. 

 

3.1.2. Charge 

The electrostatic charge measurement of raw and hydrophobic glass beads has been performed 

with the GranuCharge equipment with the humidity and temperature range at 37-44 % and 22°C, 

respectively. Figure 6 represents the results corresponding to this test. Three values have been 

collected for each sample. These values include initial charge q0, final charge qf and  q = qf -q0. 

The initial charge was measured before performing the test by directly introducing the powder 

inside Faraday cup and final charge is a measurement after powder flow through the V-tube. The 

obtained results show that both powders had almost zero initial electrostatic charge. After flow 
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inside stainless steel V-tube, the raw glass beads kept this tendency for having almost zero charge 

however hydrophobic glass beads obtained a negative charge. The quantity of each sample was 50 

mL during measurement. 

 

3.1.3. Cohesion 

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the cohesion 
f  and the flowing angle 

f  of raw and 

hydrophobic glass beads. It has been observed that cohesion of both samples have been enhanced 

by increasing the rotating speed of the drum, meaning that their flowability decreases under 

motion, particularly after 10 rpm. Hydrophobic glass beads showed slightly more cohesion than 

raw glass beads. This could be explained by the GranuCharge measurements where hydrophobic 

glass beads presented more electrostatic charge than raw glass beads. This can lead to higher 

cohesion of hydrophobic glass beads under motion (see Figure 6). 

 

3.1.4. Packing dynamics 

The compaction curves of raw and hydrophobic glass beads have been recorded with the 

GranuPack in standard conditions of temperature and pressure and they have been presented in 

Figure 8. One observes the difference of density between two powders at the beginning and at the 

end of the compaction process. In addition, Figure 9 presents the Hausner ratio rH  where the 

packing density before tapping 0 , after 500 tap 500  and the asymptotic packing fraction after an 

infinite number of tap   obtained from the equation (1). One observes a slightly higher Hausner 

ratio for the hydrophobic glass beads than for the raw glass beads. This can be related to the 

cohesion since high Hausner ratio generally corresponds to poor flowability and therefore high 

cohesion. Also, the slight density difference of powders can be due to the different rearrangements 

of particles during measurement. 

 

3.2. Impact of humidity 

Influence of humidity on flowability of raw and hydrophobic glass beads has been studied. Indeed, 

it has been reported that humidity can change the charging of a powder [15] whereby it can induce 

variation of cohesion and consequently it modifies powder flowability. We implemented 

GranuDrum with the speed of 4 rpm at standard conditions and GranuCharge equipments to 
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measure powders cohesion and electrostatic charge under influence of humidity. Here, the humid 

control has been done with a rotating drum with humid-air controlled flow. The powders have 

been kept shortly 1 h in each selected humid range, the accessible range for humidity is 

RH = 35 95% 5%   inside the drum. 

Figure 10 shows evolution of the cohesive index of raw and hydrophobic glass beads inside 

GranuDrum after humid control. The cohesive index of raw glass beads has been increased after 

80 % RH which shows high sensitivity of raw glass beads to the humidity after this value of 

humidity. However, the cohesive index of hydrophobic glass beads had almost constant value in 

all range of humid control, showing less sensitivity of this powder to the humidity. In addition, 

based on Figure 11, we have seen that control glass beads have almost zero electrostatic charges in 

all ranges of humid control. While the electrostatic charge of hydrophobic glass beads decreased 

by increasing the humidity up to 80 % of humidity and after this range of humidity hydrophobic 

glass beads lost their electrostatic charge completely. Therefore, we have observed that the powder 

cohesion and electrostatic charge can evolve by humidity in spite of short humid control time. As a 

complementary test, the evolution of viscosity of our two formulations have been considered with 

Discovery HR3-Rheometer Discovery at low shear rate condition (Figure 4). In this case, the 

powders humidity has been controlled longer during 72 h before each measurement in a humid 

chamber; then the rheological measurements have been done in an experimental room in ambient 

temperature and the humidity of room was not controlled during measurements. 

Figure 12 presents evolution of the viscosity of raw and hydrophobic glass beads as a 

function of humidity at 35-90 % RH; the figure has been plotted in given shear rate at 

5 1= 5*10 s  
. Based on viscosity curves, the hydrophobic glass beads presented higher viscosity 

than raw glass beads. This can be due to the fact that hydrophobic glass beads presented more 

electrostatic charge than raw glass beads in the humid range of 35-80 % (see Figure 11). In 

addition, the viscosity curve of hydrophobic glass beads stayed always constant even after 80 % of 

humidity. This is due to the tendency of hydrophobic glass beads to repel water even at 90 % of 

humidity. By taking into account that the rheological measurements have been done in a dry room, 

then a slight amount of presented water in high humidity range on hydrophobic glass beads surface 

evaporated rapidly due to the tendency of this powder to repel the water. The rheological 

measurement time was between 20-30 min which was enough for evaporating the slight surface 

water and getting the powder recharged again. It should be indicated that the charge measurement 
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time in Figure 11 which has been done with GranuCharge was a few seconds, meaning that the 

powders did not have enough time to recharge. 

In general, raw glass beads showed lower viscosity than the hydrophobic glass beads 

which can be due to the lower electrostatic charge of raw glass beads compared to hydrophobic 

glass beads. However, after 80 % of humidity the viscosity of raw glass increased dramatically 

which is due to the sensitivity of raw glass beads to humidity that resulted in high cohesion. In 

addition, this increasing shift of viscosity of raw glass beads can be due to the condensation effect, 

however for the hydrophobic glass beads the viscosity was constant throughout the same range of 

humidity. It indicates that performing hydrophobic surface treatment on glass beads decreases the 

sensitivity of glass beads to the humidity therefore the viscosity of hydrophobic glass beads stayed 

constant in all range of humidity. In order to check the stability of hydrophobic surface 

formulation on glass beads, the contact angle measurement performed at the end of measurements 

performed by Discovery HR3-rheometer (the longest test in this paper). Hydrophobic glass beads 

presented the same water contact angle than before performing any test. 

 

4. Discussion 

The FT4 shear cell test results from our previous study [31] reported the same flowability for raw 

and hydrophobic glass beads at high shear rate condition. Whereby, these two powders classified 

as easy flowing powders based on Jenike classification [54]. These results are in agreement with 

the similar study performed on raw glass beads by modified shear apparatus [55], where dry raw 

glass beads recorded as no cohesive powder. In addition, they reported that the value of 

consolidation stress during measurement had no significant influence on the shear data [50, 55]. 

According to the literature, the powder flowability was expected to increases when increasing 

particle size [31, 56, 57]. In fact, surface area to volume ratio decreases with increasing size which 

results in better flowability of large size powders. 

In addition, based on GranuPack results one observes a small difference in cohesion 

between the two powders which is also observed with the Hausner ratio. Indeed a high Hausner 

ratio generally corresponds to a high cohesion. However this difference was not significant enough 

to observe a change in flowability as showed in Figure 5. It should be mentioned that slightly 

higher value of the density in hydrophobic glass beads can be due to the different rearrangements 
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of particles in this case. 

According to the GranuDrum measurement, the powders cohesion was increasing by 

increasing speed of drum. This can be due to an internal effect such as more electrostatic charge 

exchange because of more contact time of particles inside drum. To verify this hypothesis the 

cohesion measurement has been done with GranuDrum at the speed of 30 rpm with two different 

conditioning rotating times: 15 sec as short rotating time and 30 min as long rotating time. The 

measurement has been performed as usual with 50 pictures separated by 0.5 s. As illustrated in 

Figure 13, it has been observed that the value of cohesion is higher when the rotating time is longer 

(30 min). As explained already, this is due to the more charge exchange coming from more contact 

time, which it results in increasing electrostatic charge. 

Discovery HR3-rheometer collected the data corresponding to vibrational rheology of 

powders after humid control. It has been observed that hydrophobic glass beads have higher 

viscosity than raw glass beads, which is consistent with the observations of the cohesion and the 

Hausner ratio. It has been reported that silanization (hydrophobic surface formulation) increases 

powder electrostatic charge [58] and consequently cohesion [59]. Here, hydrophobic glass beads 

presented more electrostatic charge than raw glass beads before applying vibration, therefore 

applying vibration induced building up more electrostatic charge consequently higher viscosity 

has been recorded for hydrophobic glass beads. Based on literature, the particle electrostatic 

charge is in inverse relation with particles size, whereby by decreasing particles size the 

electrostatic charge per unit area increases which is due to the more specific surface area in small 

size particles compared to large particles [19]. Furthermore, according to the collected data with 

Discovery HR3-rheometer, we have seen that hydrophobic treatment decreases sensitivity of glass 

beads to the humidity since after 80% of humidity raw glass beads presented an impressive 

increase in the viscosity while viscosity of hydrophobic surface treated glass beads had almost 

constant value from the beginning up to end of humid control. This tendency of hydrophobic glass 

beads has been recorded with AFM measurement on single hydrophobic glass beads over the same 

range of humidity in the literature [27]. In our case, we collected the bulk behavior of hydrophobic 

glass beads over large relative humidity range which confirms the last findings on single 

hydrophobic glass beads [27]. In addition, it should be indicated that based on literature was found 

that there is a critical relative humidity at which the raw glass beads undergoes a transition from 

free-flowing to stick–slip behavior [26]. In our study, this critical value of humidity seems to be 
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after 70% of relative humidity where raw glass beads presented a viscosity shift, this value is in 

agreement with the literature. In addition, this critical humidity increases with increasing particle 

size [26]. At the end of measurements performed by Discovery HR3-rheometer (the most longest 

test in this paper) the contact angle measurement performed on hydrophobic glass beads with the 

objective of checking the stability of hydrophobic surface formulation on glass beads. 

Hydrophobic glass beads presented the same water contact angle than before performing any test. 

In the following the collected raw data from different set of measurements have been presented in 

table 1. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented a study on flow behavior of raw and hydrophobic surface formulated glass 

beads. The objective was to evaluate the influence of hydrophobic surface treatment on glass beads 

as well as influence of humidity on flow behavior of raw and hydrophobic glass beads. With this 

objective, we considered our powders flow behavior under different processing dynamics to 

collect the essential factors and indices describing the behavior of a powder. Based on shear cell 

measurement, the powders reported similar flowability. However, GranuCharge measurement 

presented a charge difference between hydrophobic and raw glass beads. It reported negative 

charge for hydrophobic glass beads and almost zero charge for raw glass beads which was 

expected to influence the powders flow behavior. This difference in charge could explain the slight 

difference in the Hausner ratio and cohesion. This issue has been confirmed with the cohesive 

index values measured by GranuDrum, the hydrophobic glass beads presented higher cohesion 

under rotation with GranuDrum which was indicative of decreasing flowability of hydrophobic 

glass beads under motion due to the tendency of this powder to build up electrostatic charge. In 

addition, the influence of air humidity on utilized powders has been studied with Discovery 

HR3-rheometer at low shear rate condition. The obtained results evidenced that under vibrational 

rheology the hydrophobic glass beads is less flowable than raw glass beads. It was because under 

vibration the electrostatic charge built up by hydrophobic glass beads that it was resulted in higher 

viscosity in this power. At high shear rate condition with shear cell test, both powders presented 

same flowability while at low shear rate condition with HR3-rheometer the raw glass beads 

showed lower flowability. This is because at high shear rate the powders are in frictional regime 
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meaning that the friction between particle-particle governs the power flowability. Since raw and 

hydrophobic glass beads had similar surface properties therefore similar flowability has been 

recorded for them at frictional regime; however at low shear rate condition the flowability of 

powders are linked to their surface cohesion where the hydrophobic glass beads with more surface 

cohesion (due to the electrostatic charge) presented high viscosity. Furthermore, it has observed 

that by doing hydrophobic treatment on raw glass beads the sensitivity of powder to the humidity 

decreases, whereby even at high range of humidity it kept its flowability as in low humidity range. 

However, raw glass beads lost their flowability dramatically at higher value of humidity. 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the GranuDrum equipment [38]. A cylinder is half-filled with the powder and 

rotates around its axis. For each rotating speed, a CCD camera takes 50 successive images of the 

flow. A dedicated algorithm enables to measure the flowing angle 
f  and the fluctuations 

f  of 

the flow from the shape of the powder-air interface. 

 

Figure 2: Sketch of the GranuPack equipment [38]. The powder is placed in a metallic tube and a 

light hollow cylinder is placed on the top of the pile to keep it flat during the compaction process. 

The taps correspond to successive free falls of the tube over a distance Z. After each tap, the 

height h of the pile is measured. Finally, a compaction curve is obtained. 

 

Figure 3: Left: Sketch of the GranuCharge which is used to measure the electrostatic charge 

created inside a powder after flow in contact with a selected material. Right: Picture of the powder 
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flowing from the tube 2 into the Faraday Cup measuring the electrostatic charge [42]. 

 

Figure 4: (a) Rheometer discovery (b) Schematics of couette type cell connected to shaker [45]. 

 

Figure 5: Flow parameters derived from shear cell test for raw and hydrophobic glass beads [31]. 

Each test has been repeated three times and the measurements have been done in ambient 

temperature. Error bars represent standard errors; they are not visible as their size are inferior to the 

marker size. 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of the electrostatic charge of raw and hydrophobic glass beads. 0q  is initial 

electrostatic charge before flow, 
fq  is the final electrostatic charge after powder flow inside 

V-tube and  q is the difference between the initial and the final charge. Error bars represent 

standard errors (corresponding to three repeated measurements); some were not visible as their 

size was inferior to the marker size. The measurement performed by the GranuCharge equipment. 

The humidity and temperature range are 37-44 % and 22°C, respectively. 

 

Figure 7: Evolution of the flowing angle and cohesion of raw and hydrophobic glass beads under 

different rotational speed with the measurements performed by GranuDrum. Error bars represent 

standard errors (corresponding to three repeated measurements); some were not visible as their 

size was inferior to the marker size. The humidity and temperature range are 37-44 % and 22°C, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 8: Experimental compaction curves for respectively raw glass beads, represented by grey 

squares, and hydrophobic glass beads, represented by orange dots. Both curves have been fitted 

with the logarithmic model (Eq.1), represented by plain curves of the same color, in order to obtain 

the typical compaction time and the asymptotic packing fraction after an infinite number of tap. 

The humidity and temperature range are 37-44 % and 22°C, respectively. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison between the Hausner ratio 500

0
=Hr



  of raw glass beads, in grey, and 

hydrophobic glass beads, in orange. Error bars represent standard errors (corresponding to three 
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repeated measurements). 

 

Figure 10: Evolution of the cohesive index of raw and hydrophobic glass beads under humid 

control from 35% to 95% 5 % . Error bars represent standard errors (correspond to three repeat 

of measurement); some were not visible as their size was inferior to the marker size. Both 

supplementary points out of the lines represent data from normal environmental conditions. 

 

Figure 11: Evolution of the charge difference of raw and hydrophobic glass beads under humid 

control from 35% to 95% 5% . Error bars represent standard errors (corresponding to three 

repeated measurements); some were not visible as their size was inferior to the marker size. Both 

supplementary points out of the lines represent data from normal environmental conditions. 

 

Figure 12: Evolution of the viscosity of raw and hydrophobic glass beads under humid control 

from 35% to 90%. The measurement has been done with Discovery HR3-rheometer under 

vibration and the figure has been plotted in a given shear rate 
5 1= 5*10 s  

. 

 

Figure 13: Evolution of the cohesive index of raw and hydrophobic glass beads as a function of 

rotating time in GranuDrum. The rotating speed of drum was 30 rpm, error bars represent standard 

errors (corresponding to three repeated measurements). The humidity and temperature range are 

37-44 % and 22°C, respectively. 

 

Table 1: Recapitulation of the different values measured with the set of instruments; the humidity 

and temperature range are 37-44 % and 22°C, respectively. 
f  and 

f  are correspond to the 

Figure 7. 

Measures Raw glass beads Hydrophobic glass beads 

ff  (-) 19.70 ± 0.81 19.74 ± 1.66 

  q (nC/g) -0.30 ± 0.01 -4.55 ± 0.12 

f  (a.u.) (30 rpm) 10.46 ± 0.21 13.80 ± 0.43 

f  (a.u.) (30 rpm) 39.73 ± 0.10 48.13 ± 3.43 

0  (a.u.) 0.58 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.01 
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500  (a.u.) 0.62 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.01 

  (a.u.) 0.63 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01 

Hr (a.u.) 1.06 ± 0.01 1.07 ± 0.01 

 

 

Graphical abstract 

 

Highlights 

 At high shear rate, raw and hydrophobic glass beads had similar flowability. 

 At low shear rate, hydrophobic glass beads were less flowable than raw glass beads. 

 Hydrophobic formulation decreased sensitivity of glass beads to the humidity. 

 Hydrophobic formulation increased the electrostatic charge of glass beads. 
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